Vln.

(Repeat as necessary to account for the narrations)

T I

T II

B

E

T I

T II

B

We'll
T I

give him a heart-y wel-come then,  Hoo - rah!  Hoo - rah!

T II

give him a heart-y wel-come then,  Hoo - rah!  Hoo - rah!

B

give him a heart-y wel-come then,  Hoo - rah!  Hoo - rah!

(repeat as necessary)

T I

men will cheer, the boys will shout. The la - dies they will all turn out, When

T II

men will cheer, the boys will shout. The la - dies they will all turn out, When

B

The men will cheer, The boys will shout. The la - dies they will all turn out, When
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Vln.

T I

T II

B

Clap

F

Vln.

Get

Get

Get

Get

Swing the 16th notes.

Claps

read-y for the ju-bi-lee,

read-y for the ju-bi-lee,

read-y for the ju-bi-lee,

read-y for the ju-bi-lee,
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91

Vln.

91

Clap

91

T I

give the hero three times three. Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah!

91

T II

give the hero three times three. Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah!

91

B

give the hero three times three. Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah! Hoo-rah!

The

91

Vln.

91

T I

lau-rel wreath is ready now to place upon his loyal brow.

91

T II

lau-rel wreath is ready now to place upon his loyal brow.

91

B

lau-rel wreath is ready now to place upon his loyal brow.

The

91
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